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TOWN OF SUSSEX ZONING BY-LAW
BY-LAW # 1350-10

The Council of the Town of Sussex, under authority vested in it by Section 34 of the
Community Planning Act, enacts as follows:
10

20

TITLE AND SCOPE
1)

This By-Law may be cited as “The Zoning By-Law”.

2)

This By-Law
(a)

divides the municipality into Zones;

(b)

prescribes, subject to powers reserved in the Planning
Advisory Committee,
(i)
the purposes for which land, buildings and structures
in any Zone may be used, and
(ii)
standards to which land use and the placement,
erection, alteration and use of buildings and structures
must conform; and

(c)

prohibits the use, placement, erection or alteration of land,
buildings or structures, other than in conformity with the
purposes and standards mentioned in clause (b).

DEFINITIONS
In this By-Law
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“accessory building” is not to be used as a habitable unit and means a
subordinate building or structure on the same lot as the main building
and is devoted exclusively to an accessory use, but does not include a
building attached, in any way, to the main building.
“Act” means the Community Planning Act for the Province of New
Brunswick
“adult entertainment facility” means any premises or part thereof in
which is provided, services of which, a principal feature or characteristic
is the nudity of or partial nudity of any person;

DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“adult bookstore or adult video rental” includes an establishment or
place for the purpose of retail trade or rental, where 20% or more of the
value of the total stock in trade in any such establishment or place is
comprised of videos, books, magazines, or other periodicals relating to
or portrayed as relating to sexual activities;
“agricultural use” means any land for the purpose of producing crops
and/or keeping of livestock but not commercial piggeries; commercial
piggeries being defined as having five or more pigs;
“alter” means to make any change, structural or otherwise, which is not
for the purposes of maintenance only, in a building or structure and
includes a change of use;
“amusement place” means an amusement park or any establishment
other than a private club which, for profit, provides facilities for
dancing, games, including three (3) or more electronic or mechanical
amusement devices as defined by the Municipalities Act, the showing of
moving pictures or any other form of entertainment or recreation,
whether or not in conjunction with a restaurant or other commercial
establishment, but not including an adult entertainment facility or
massage parlour, as defined in this By-Law.
“amenity area” means that part of a property devoted to private or
common recreation or utility use but not including vehicular circulation,
pedestrian access ways, parking areas and the first 1.5 metres (5 feet) of
the front yard closest to the main building. The following features may
be used in calculating amenity space:
(i)
landscaped areas;
(ii)
roof top decks;
(iii) terraces and raised decks;
(iv) balconies and porches;
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(v)
(vi)

exterior stair landing space beyond that which is required
by the National Building Code; and
open court yards, side courts and screened rooms.

“basement” means that portion of a building which is partly
underground but which has an average of at least one-half of its
height on three sides above the grade of the lot at such walls;
“beautician” means the business of styling and maintaining human hair
including skin and nail care;
“bed and breakfast” means part of a dwelling where the resident owner
provides accommodation and meals (usually breakfast, but occasionally
other meals as well) to the travelling public;

DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“block face” means all property fronting on one side of a street between
intersecting or intercepting streets or between a street and a right-ofway, waterway, end of cul-de-sac or dead-end street, or Town boundary,
to a maximum of 300 metres;
“boarding or rooming house”, means a dwelling in which either room or
room and board is provided, for compensation, to persons exclusive of
the owner of the building;
“building” means a roofed structure with solid exterior walls which are
permanently affixed to a site and which is used or intended as a shelter
for the accommodation of persons, animals or chattels, but does not
include a trailer or mobile home;
“building, accessory” means a detached subordinate building, not used
for human habitation and located on the same lot as the main building,
structure or use to which it is accessory, the use of which is naturally or
customarily incidental and complementary to the main use of the land,
building or structure;
“building inspector” means the officer of the Town of Sussex, charged by
the Town, with the duty of administering provisions of this zoning ByLaw;
“business office” means any building or part of a building in which one
or more persons are employed in the management, directing or
conducting of an agency, business, brokerage, labour or fraternal
organization but does not include such uses as retail sales,
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manufacture, assembly or storage of goods or places of assembly or
amusement;
“carport” means an attached garage of not more than one story in
height, having a roof supported by columns or piers and enclosures and
open to the extent of 50% of the total wall area, including any wall area
of a building to which a carport is attached;
“car wash” means a building or structure containing one or more wash
bays, coin operated or attended by staff, wherein cars are mechanically
washed. The car wash may operate on its own or in conjunction with an
automobile service station or gas bar;
“cellar” means that portion of a building which is underground to the
extent that more than one-half of its height is below average
grade;
“church” means a place of religious worship;

DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“commercial vehicle” means a motor vehicle used for commercial
purposes as defined by the Motor Vehicle Act of the Province of New
Brunswick;
“Committee” means the Planning Advisory Committee established by
Council;
“conditional uses” is defined by Section 34 (4) (c) of the Community
Planning Act and means those uses of land, buildings and structures
which are permitted, subject to terms and conditions imposed by the
Committee and which use may be prohibited by the Committee, where
compliance with terms and conditions imposed by it cannot be
reasonably expected;
“convenience store” means a retail store, which serves the daily or
occasional needs of residents of the immediate area with a variety of
goods, such as, groceries, meats, vegetables, beverages, dairy products,
patent medicines, sundries, tobacco, hardware, magazines, videos and
newspapers, but not including an adult bookstore or adult video store;
“Council” means the Town Council of the Town of Sussex;
“daycare center” means a facility approved under the Family Services
Act for the provision of daycare services;
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“developer” means a person or corporation who/which is responsible for
any undertaking that requires a building or demolition permit;
“development” means the development, as defined in the Community
Planning Act;
“development officer” means the officer of the Town of Sussex charged
by the Town with the duty of administering provisions of this zoning ByLaw;
“dwelling” means a building or portion thereof, other than a hotel or
motel, occupied or capable of being occupied as a home, residence or
living quarters, by one or more persons and containing one or more
separate rooms but does not include a mobile home;
“dwelling, bachelor” means a dwelling unit consisting of not more than
one habitable room, together with kitchen or kitchenette and sanitary
facilities;
“dwelling, group” means a building containing two or more dwelling
units located on a lot or adjoining lots where all buildings, recreation
areas, driveways, parking areas and landscaping have been planned as a
single or unified development;

DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“dwelling, multi-family” means a building or portion thereof, other than
a hotel or motel, designed or occupied as dwelling units for more than
two families and includes an apartment building or three or more
attached dwellings;
“dwelling, semi-detached” means a building divided vertically into not
more than two dwelling units, each of which has an independent
entrance, directly from the outside or through a common vestibule;
“dwelling, single-family” means a detached building having
independent exterior walls, designed or used exclusively for residential
purposes by one family;
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“dwelling, split level” means a dwelling
(i)
of which, some portion is more than one storey in height,
and
(ii)
in which there are three or more floor levels, with proximate
floor levels having a difference in elevation of less than two
metres;
“dwelling, two-family or duplex” means a building, divided horizontally
into not more than two dwellings, each of which has an independent
entrance, directly from the outside or through a common vestibule;
“dwelling unit” means a room or suite of two or more rooms designed or
intended for use by an individual or family, in which kitchen and
sanitary conveniences are provided for the exclusive use of such
individual or family;
“dwelling, townhouse” means a dwelling, on one lot, , containing at
least three and not more than six dwelling units being constructed
adjoining, with common walls, and not one above the other, with
individual entrances from the street level;
“entertainment place” means a motion picture or other theater, arena,
auditorium, public hall, billiard or pool room, bowling alley, ice or roller
skating rink, bingo hall and all other similar places, but does not include
an adult entertainment facility or massage parlour, as defined in this
By-Law;
“erect” means to construct, build, assemble or relocate a building or
structure and includes any physical operations preparatory thereto;

DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“family” means:
(i)
a single person occupying a dwelling unit,
(ii)
two or more persons related by heredity, marriage or
adoption and any other two persons occupying a dwelling
unit as a single housekeeping unit, or
(iii) not more than five unrelated persons occupying a dwelling
unit as a single, non-profit housekeeping unit;
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“fraternal building” is synonymous with a service club or lodge and
means a building or part of a building used for the purposes of service
club activities for mutual aid or benefit;
“garage” means an accessory building or part of a principal building
designed and intended to be used for the storage of motor vehicles.
“garage, repair” means any building, space or enclosure in which motor
vehicles or power boats are serviced or repaired, whether for public or
business purposes or for hire but does not include a body repair shop or
a garage which services or repairs industrial equipment or heavy trucks;
“garden center’ means an establishment for the growing, storage and/or
sale of garden, household and ornamental plants and trees, and includes
supplementary retail sale of fertilizers, garden chemicals, garden
implements and associated products;
“garden suite” means a separate, self-contained dwelling unit, not
exceeding 75 square metres in gross floor area and is constructed as a
temporary use structure;
“gasoline bar” means a building, structure, lot or part thereof where
motor vehicle fuel and other liquids necessary for the operation of a
vehicle are sold to the general public, but does not include a service
station;
“grade” means the finished level of the ground at the exterior walls of a
building or structure;
“gross floor area” means the total habitable floor area within a building
and excludes washrooms, furnaces and utility rooms, carports, attached
garages and open verandas. Gross floor area can include up to 25 % of
an attached garage, where permitted in this by-law;
“ground floor area” means the gross floor area of the first storey of a
building located at or above ground;

DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
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“group care facility” means a building or portion thereof, designed or
used for persons requiring medical, charitable or other care or treatment
and includes a dormitory or residence for a school, but does not include
a group home or day care center;
“group home” means a building or portion thereof:
(i)
used to provide family-like care and/or rehabilitation for
not more than six children, up to the age of eighteen or for
not more than six mentally and/or physically challenged
individuals of any age, who, for various reasons, cannot
reside in their own home or with a family other than their
own;
(ii)
sponsored by or under the auspices of:
(a) an appropriate government agency,
(b) a charitable organization, registered under the Income
Tax Act (Canada);
(iii) licensed or approved for the purposes intended by an
appropriate government agency;
(iv) where the residents of which are under supervision; and
(v)
where the residents, and staff, of which have appropriate
professional supervision and consultation available.
“height” means the vertical distance from average grade to the highest
point on a building or structure but excluding appurtenant spires,
belfries, cupolas, antenna, water tanks, silos, elevators, ventilators,
chimneys, mechanical penthouses or other structures not intended for
human occupancy, provided such structures do not exceed 10% of the
area of the building;
“home occupation” means, subject to Section 310, an occupation or
business which is conducted in a portion of a dwelling unit by a person
or persons, who use(s) the dwelling unit as their primary place of
residence and which is clearly secondary to the main use as a dwelling;
“in-law suite” means a self contained dwelling unit not exceeding 35%
of the existing dwellings gross floor area contained in and has a shared
entrance with the main dwelling unit of a single dwelling building and is
constructed as a temporary use;
“landscaping” means lawn and ornamental shrubs and may include
paths, patios, walkways, fountains, reflecting pools, art work, screens,
walls, fences, benches and existing natural rock or treed areas but shall
not include driveways, ramps, lanes, parking areas or any space
beneath, within or on top of a building;
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DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“lot” means any parcel of land, which has a separate PID, is contained
as a separate lot PID description in a deed of land or is shown as an
approved lot on an approved plan of subdivision filed in the Registry
Office;
“lot, corner” means a lot having two or more adjacent sides fronting on
two or more intersecting or intercepting streets;
“lot, interior” means a lot other than a corner or through lot;
“lot line” means the common line between two or more lots, or between
a lot and a lane and includes any such line other than a street right of
way line;
“lot line, front” means street right of way line;
“lot line, rear” means any lot line other than a side lot line or street
right of way line;
“lot line, side” means any lot line extending from the street right of way
line to the rear of the lot;
“lot occupancy” means that portion of a lot occupied by buildings or
structures;
“lot, through” means a lot other than a corner lot which has a front
yard on each of two streets;
“lot width” means
(i)
where the side lot lines are parallel, the distance measured
across the lot at right angles to such lines, and
(ii)
where the side lot lines are not parallel, the distance
measured across the lot at the required front yard set back
distance;
“main building” means a building in which is conducted, the main or
principal use of the lot, on which the building is located;
“mobile home or mini home”, means a dwelling unit, having a width of
five (5) metres (16 feet) or less and located on the site, on wheels, jacks
or similar supports or on a permanent foundation that is built on site;
“massage parlour” means an establishment where, for any form of
consideration, massage is administered to the human body for sexual
pleasure and which is characterized by an emphasis on sexual activities;
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DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“motel” means a building providing temporary accommodations for
travelers or transients on a year round basis and may have a public
dining room and convention rooms;
“office” means any building or part of a building, in which one or more
persons are employed in the management, directing or conducting an
agency or business;
“open storage” means storage not in a building or roofed area and
includes material covered by canvas, plastic or any other type of
covering;
“parking area” means any building, structure or space, other than the
street, used for the parking of motor vehicles and which is available for
public use, reserved for tenants, customers or employees, whether free or
for compensation;
“permitted uses” means those uses of land, buildings or structures,
which are permitted as a matter of right, subject only to the
requirements of this and other Town By-Laws;
“personal service shop” means an establishment providing personal
grooming services or clothes cleaning services and includes a barber
shop, a beauty salon, a dry-cleaning depot, a laundry and a shoeshine
and repair service but does not include permitted uses under home
occupations;
“place” means an open unoccupied space, other than a public street,
permanently reserved as the principal means of access to a dwelling
group and approved as such, by the Committee;
“private garage” means a building or structure, not exceeding 58 square
metres in area, with doors not exceeding 3.0 metres in height, used to
shelter and store private motor vehicles but not to service motor vehicles
commercially;
“recreational equipment, major” means one or more of a travel trailer, a
camper, a motorized dwelling, a tent trailer, a boat, a boat trailer and
containers used for transporting recreational equipment, whether or not,
occupied by such equipment;
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“repair service shop” means a building or part thereof, in which
household items are repaired or cleaned, but not manufactured or where
various household services are offered, such as locksmiths, pest control
services or chimney cleaning;

DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“restaurant” means a building or part thereof, where food is prepared
and served and is consumed by the public and includes a cafeteria,
coffee shop or tea room;
“restaurant, drive-in” means a building or part thereof, used for the
preparation of food and the serving of food for consumption, within or
outside that building or in motor vehicles stopped at on-site parking
areas but does not include a restaurant, where there is no service of food
for consumption in motor vehicles stopped in on-site parking areas;
“restaurant, take-out” means a building or portion thereof, which is
used primarily for food to be prepared, packaged and sold for
consumption elsewhere;
“retail store” means a building or part thereof, where goods, wares,
merchandise, substances, articles or things are kept for sale by retail
directly to the public, but not including an adult bookstore or adult video
as defined in this By-Law;
“screening” means anything which shelters, conceals or protects and
includes a berm, hedge, row of trees or fence;
“service business establishment” means a building or part thereof, for
offering parts or service to major regional industries;
“service station” means a building or lot, where gasoline, oil, tires and
other accessories for motor vehicles are stored or kept for sale and/or
where vehicles may be lubricated or washed or where only minor or
running repairs essential to the actual operation of motor vehicles are
executed or performed;
“shipping container” means a container originally designed for use as a
means of storing and transporting cargo via ship, rail or truck;
“shopping center” means an area of at least 5,450 square metres of
land, planned and controlled as a unit, containing such retail stores,
service shops and other establishments, as permitted by this By-Law, in
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a building or buildings at least 1,450 square metres in size together
with, at least 2,900 square metres of customer parking area and at least
1,100 square metres for circulation, service and planting;
“special care home” means a residence used for the purpose of providing
special and individualized care, for consideration, to one (1) elderly
person, children or disabled persons, which complies with applicable
legislation;

DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“special care residence” means a residence used for the purpose of
providing special and individualized care, for consideration to between
three (3) and nine (9) elderly persons, children or disabled persons,
which complies with applicable legislation;
“storey” means the portion of a building between the surface of any
floor and the upper surface of the floor, next above it and shall include a
basement or cellar, if it is used, in whole or part, as a business or
professional office or for storage purposes, accessory thereto or as a
dwelling unit;
“street right of way line” means the common line between a street and a
lot;
“structure” means anything constructed or erected upon, under or above
the ground or attached to something located upon, under or above the
ground, other than a power or telephone pole;
“swimming pool” or “hot tub” means a tank or other structure,
artificially created, at least in part, located indoor or outdoor, used
seasonally or year round and intended to contain water for the purpose
of swimming, diving or bathing;
“tavern, beverage room, club or lounge” means any premises or part
thereof, in which is served alcoholic beverages and is defined in the
Liquor Control Act, Revised Statutes of New Brunswick, and any
Regulations and Amendments pursuant thereto;
“tourist home” means a private dwelling, in which lodging and meals
are provided or offered, for transient guests, for compensation;
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“usable open space” means that part of the area of a lot or roof area of a
building on such lot devoted to recreational or utility space, available to
all occupants of such building but does not include vehicular circulation
areas, pedestrian access ways, parking areas, loading space, land with a
gradient in excess of 12%, areas within 1.5 metres of a building or areas
with a dimension of less than 15 metres or the required front yard;
“use, main” means the purpose for which land or a building or structure
or any combination thereof is designed, arranged, erected, intended,
occupied or maintained;
“use, accessory” means a use, other than human habitation, of land or a
building or structure, or a portion thereof, which is incidental or
complementary to the main use of the land, building or structure and
which is located on the same lot as the main use;

DEFINITIONS (cont’d)
“utility service building or structure” means a building or structure
used with the supplying or maintenance of a utility or service such as,
but not restricted to, transmission and distribution lines, water and
sewerage pumping stations, hydro and telephone stations and
communications devices;
“veterinary services” means the provision of services for purposes of
consultation, diagnosis and treatment of animals, not including horses
and cattle and the necessary boarding thereof, and may also include the
retailing of pet supplies;
“watercourse” means the full width and length, including the beds,
banks, sides and shoreline of the Kennebecasis River, Wards Creek,
Parson’s Brook and Trout Creek, or any part thereof, the primary
function of which is conveyance or containment of water whether the
flow be continuous or not; ref. N.B. Clean Environment Act;
“yard” means that part of a lot which is not permitted to be occupied by
buildings or structures except as otherwise permitted in this By-Law;
“yard, front” means the yard extending across the full width of the lot
between the street right of way line and a main building or structure;
“yard, rear” means the yard extending across the full width of the lot
between the rear lot line and a main building or structure; and
“yard, side” means the yard located between the side wall of a main
building and the nearest side lot line and extending from the front yard
to the rear yard.
Town of Sussex Zoning By-Law, By-Law # 1350-10
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ZONES
(1)

For the purpose of this By-Law, the following Zones are established and
the lands included in each Zone are shown on the Zoning Map attached
hereto as Appendix “C”.
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
205
210
220
230
240

(2)

Zone

Short Title

Single Family Residential
Single And Two-Family Residential
Single And Two-Family Residential And Up
To And Including Six-Family Residential
Multiple Family Residential
Institutional
Federal Crown Land
Parks
Green Belt
Rural or Agricultural
Industrial Light
Industrial Medium
Central Business District
Shopping Mall Commercial
Highway Commercial
Business Residential

“R1”
“R2”
“R3”
“R4”
“INST”
“F”
“P”
“GB”
“A”
“IL”
“IM”
“CBD”
“SMC”
“HC”
“BR”

No person shall, within any Zone, use any land or erect, alter or use any
building or structure, except in accordance with the lists of uses, the
Zone standards and other requirements for such Zone, as contained in
this By-Law.
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40

SPECIAL POWERS
(1)

Town Council
(a)

No building may be erected in the municipality in respect of
which, in the opinion of the Council, satisfactory arrangements
have not been made for the supply of electric power, water,
sanitary sewer service, streets or other services or facilities.

(b)

When, in its opinion, a building or structure is dilapidated,
dangerous or unsightly, the Council may:
(i)
require the improvement, removal or demolition of such
building or structure, at the expense of the owner thereof;
or
(ii)
acquire the parcel of land on which such building or
structure is located, at the appraised price.

(c)

Subject to subsection (e), within any Zone mentioned herein, the
Council may:
(i)
designate land to be used for the location or erection of any
installation for the supply of electricity, water, sanitary or
storm sewers or for treatment or disposal of sewage wastes;
and
(ii)
use land designated under clause (i) for a purpose therein
mentioned.

(d)

Notwithstanding any other provision of this By-Law, the Council
may, at its discretion, allow a developer of a building or structure,
to pay to the municipality, the sum of $200.00 per space in lieu of
providing the off-street parking required hereunder.

(e)

No land may be designated or used for the purposes of clause (c)
unless, in the opinion of the Council:
(i)
such land is essential to the operation of the service
concerned; and
(ii)
any development thereon, in an R Zone is adequately
screened from public view.
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40 SPECIAL POWERS (cont’d)
(2)

50

Planning Advisory Committee
(a)

No building or structure may be erected on any site, where it
would otherwise be permitted under this By-Law, when, in the
opinion of the Planning Advisory Committee, the site is marshy,
subject to flooding, excessively steep or otherwise unsuitable, by
virtue of its soil or topography.

(b)

The Planning Advisory Committee may, subject to such terms and
conditions as it considers fit:
(i)
authorize, for a temporary period not exceeding one year, a
development otherwise prohibited by this By-Law; and
(ii)
require the termination or removal of a development
authorized under clause (i), at the end of the authorized
period.

AMENDMENTS
(1)

A person who seeks to have this By-Law amended, shall:
(a)

address a written and signed application, in duplicate thereof, to
the Council; and

(b)

pay a fee of $300 payable to the Town of Sussex.

(2)

The Council may, if it deems fit, return all or any part of the fee
mentioned in subsection (1) (b).

(3)

An application under this Section shall include such information, as may
be required by the Council or the Planning Advisory Committee, for the
purpose of adequately assessing the desirability of the proposed
amendment.

(4)

The Council may refuse to consider an application under this Section if
such application

(a)
seeks to rezone an area of land from one type of zoning to
another; or
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(b)

has not been signed by one or more owners of each property in the
application mentioned in clause (1) (a).

50 AMENDMENTS (cont’d)
(5)

Before giving its views to the Council, with respect to any application
under this Section, the Planning Advisory Committee may carry out such
investigations as it deems necessary.

(6)

Unless, upon the advice of the Planning Advisory Committee, the Council
is of the opinion that there is valid new evidence or change in
conditions, where an application under this Section has been refused by
the Council, no further application may be considered by the Council for
a period of one year, from the date of the refusal of such application,
where;

(7)

(a)

in the case of rezoning, it is in respect of the same area of land
with which the original application was concerned; or

(b)

not being in relation to rezoning, it is similar to the original
application.

Appendixes
Appendix A - This Section of the By-Law outlines the process of a Zone
change procedure.
Appendix B - This Section of the By-Law outlines diagrams with respect
to various types of lots, set back distances and parking lot
layouts.
Appendix C - This Section of the By-Law provides for the Zoning Map.
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110

SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (“R1”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose, than:
(a)

one of the following main uses:
(i)
a single-family dwelling,
(ii)
a park, playground or tot lot;

(b)

one or more of the following additional uses:
(i)
an accessory building,
(ii)
a private garage, or
(iii) a swimming pool; and

(c)

Subject to subsection 1.1 (d), subsection 1.1(e) and subsection 1.1(f)
respectively, one or more of the following accessory uses;
(i)
a home occupation,
(ii)
garden suite, or
(iii) in-law suite;

(d)

A home occupation shall be in accordance with subsection 2.0 of
subsection 310 of Section 300, General Provisions of this By-Law;

(e)

A garden suite shall be in accordance with subsection 6.0 of subsection
370 of Section 300, General Provisions;

(f)

An in-law suite shall be in accordance with subsection 7.0 of subsection
370 of Section 300, General Provisions.

2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

No building or structure may be built, located or relocated, altered or replaced
on a lot unless the lot meets the requirements of this Section.
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110 (cont’d)
2.2

Where a lot is serviced by both municipal water and sewer systems, unless
otherwise permitted in this By-Law, the lot shall have and contain
(a)

a width of at least:
(i)
23 metres, in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
26 metres, in the case of a corner lot;

(b)

a depth of at least 30 metres;

(c)

an area of at least:
(i)
690 square metres in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
780 square metres in the case of a corner lot.

3.0

SIZE OF DWELLINGS

3.1

No single family dwelling may be placed, erected or altered so that it has a
ground floor area less than:
(a)

89 square metres, in the case of a one-storey dwelling;

(b)

71 square metres, in the case of a split level or a one and one-half storey
dwelling; or

(c)

62 square metres in the case of a two or three-storey dwelling.

3.2

The minimum width of any dwelling unit shall be not less than 7 metres.

3.3

For the purposes of this Section, ground floor area does not include carports,
porches, verandahs, breezeways, approach halls or stairways, except for those
completely contained in a dwelling unit, however, ground floor area may
include up to 25% of the floor area of an attached garage.

4.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

No main building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so that it is :
(a)

within 9.0 metres of a street line;
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(b)

within 2.0 metres of one side line and 3.0 metres of the other side line;
and

(c)

within 7.0 metres of a rear lot line.

110 (cont’d)
5.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

5.1

No main building or structure may exceed 11.0 metres in height.

6.0

ACCESSORY BUILDING OR PRIVATE GARAGES

6.1

No accessory building or private garage may:
(a)

exceed one storey or 4.5 metres in height;

(b)

be placed, erected or altered so that it is within:
(i)
the front yard of the main building or structure, or
(ii)
2.0 metres of a side or rear lot line;

(c)

exceed 58 square metres in area or have a horizontal dimension greater
than 10 metres;

(d)

be used for agricultural purposes or for the keeping of animals other
than household pets, or a dog for security purposes; or

(e)

occupy more than 10 percent of the area of a lot.

7.0

LOT OCCUPANCY

7.1

No buildings or structures on a lot shall occupy a greater portion of the area of
a lot than:
(a) 50 percent, in the case of an interior lot; or
(b)

45 percent, in the case of a corner lot.

8.0

LANDSCAPING

8.1

The owner of a lot being developed shall landscape:
(a)

the front yard of the main building;
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(b)

that part of the lot within 2.0 metres of any building thereon; and

110
8.1 (cont’d)
(c)

plant a minimum of two (2) deciduous street trees along street frontage
as follows
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

trees must be free of branches up to 1.5 metres from ground and
have a single straight trunk,
trees to be planted 10 metres on center,
plant trees away from overhead wires, locating them back from
the street right of way line if necessary,
trees to be planted in a hole 2.0 metres in diameter by 0.5 metres
deep, backfilled with planting soil,
minimum two stakes per tree, and
the following are approved street trees:
Acer Rubrum
Red Maple
Acer Saccarum
Sugar Maple
Celtis Occidentalis
Common Hackberry
Fraxinus Americana
White Ash
Ginkgo Biloba
Ginkgo
Quercus Macrocarpa
Bur Oak
Quercus Palustris
Pin Oak
Quercus Rubra
Red Oak
Tilia Americana
Basswood
Ulmus Minor
English Elm

Note: Additional native tree species to be approved by the Planning
Advisory Committee on a case by case basis.
8.2

For the purposes of this Section, landscaping
(a)

shall include all grading necessary to divert surface water from the
dwelling and, in so far as is reasonably possible, to contour the front
yard to the surrounding terrain together with the installation of a lawn
having a minimum of 7.5 centimetres of topsoil; and

(b)

may include the placement of such paths, patios, walkways, trees,
ornamental shrubs, vines and flowers as are not prohibited by this or
any other By-Law, rule or regulation.
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(c)

Notwithstanding subsection 8.1, the front yard mentioned herein may be
used, to a reasonable degree, for the purposes of walks and driveways,
for access to the main building or other use on the lot.

110 (cont’d)
9.0

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE PARKING

9.1

For the purposes of this Section, “commercial vehicle” shall be deemed to be a
vehicle used for a business or employment purpose.

9.2

The parking of a licensed commercial vehicle is permitted, provided that:
(a)

the vehicle is parked in the driveway and where space is available,
parked adjacent to or to the rear of the dwelling unit and not in the front
yard thereof;

(b)

the engine of the vehicle shall not be left running, other than for a short
warm-up or cool down period and such period shall not exceed one-half
(1/2) hour in duration;

(c)

the vehicle is not loaded with any dangerous or hazardous goods, as
defined in the Transportation Of Dangerous Goods Act, 1992, Statutes Of
Canada Ch. T-19.01 and amendments thereto;

(d)

the licensed commercial vehicle is not more than 9000 kilograms in
vehicle mass and is operated by the resident of the dwelling unit; and

(e)

the tractor of a tractor trailer unit is permitted, if it meets all
requirements of subsection 9.2(a) to (d) but no trailers are permitted to
be parked in this zone.
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120

SINGLE AND TWO-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (“R2”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose than:
(a)

one of the following main uses:
(i)
a single-family dwelling,
(ii)
a two-family dwelling, and
(iii) a park, playground or tot lot;

(b)

one or more of the following additional uses:
(i)
an accessory building,
(ii)
a private garage,
(iii) a swimming pool, and

(c)

Subject to subsection 1.1 (d) and subsection 1.1 (e) one of the following
accessory uses:
(i)
a home occupation,
(ii)
in-law suite; or
(iii) a bed and breakfast; and

(d)
A home occupation shall be in accordance with subsection 2.0 of
subsection 310 of Section 300, General Provisions of this By-Law;
(e)
370

An in-law suite shall be in accordance with subsection 7.0 of subsection
of Section 300, General Provisions of this By-Law;

(f)

Any use permitted under clause 1.1 (c) (iii) subsection 1.1 of this Section
is subject to terms and conditions as the Planning Advisory Committee
feels is required for such use.
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120 (cont’d)
2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

The provisions of subsection 2.0 of Section 110 with respect to lot sizes apply
to this Section.

2.2

For the purposes of separate ownership of dwelling units in a semi-detached
dwelling, a lot may be subdivided under the Subdivision By-Law if:
(a)

in the case of an existing dwelling, the lot is subdivided along the
common wall thereof and each unit be serviced by municipal water and
sewer;

(b)

in the case of a single-family dwelling Subsection 2.2 Section 110 with
respect to lot size will apply;

(c)

in the case of a proposed two-family dwelling on an interior lot:
(i)
the lots are separately serviced by municipal water and sewer, and
(ii)
each lot created by the subdivision has and contains:
(a)
a width of at least 11.5 metres;
(b)
a depth of at least 30 metres; and
(c)
an area of at least 345 square metres; and

(d)

in the case of a proposed two-family dwelling on a corner lot:
(i)
the lots are separately serviced by municipal water and sewer, and
(ii)
the corner lot created by the subdivision has and contains:
(a)
a width of at least 17.5 metres;
(b)
a depth of at least 30 metres; and
(c)
an area of at least 525 square metres.

3.0

SIZE OF DWELLING & DWELLING UNITS

3.1

The provisions of subsection 3.0 of Section 110 with respect to the size of
dwellings and dwelling units apply, for this Section 120.

3.2

No two-family dwelling may be placed, erected or altered so that it contains a
dwelling unit with a ground floor area less than
(a)

if a duplex, 65 square metres; or

(b)

if semi-detached:
(i)
70 square metres, in the case of a one-storey dwelling,
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(ii)
(iii)

65 square metres, in the case of a one and one-half storey
dwelling, or
55 square metres, in the case of a two-storey dwelling.

120 (cont’d)
4.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

The provisions of subsection 4.0 of Section 110 with respect to the yards for a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 120 except for a two-family
dwelling which can have a zero lot line at the common wall.

5.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

5.1

The provisions of subsection 5.0 of Section 110 with respect to the height of a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 120.

6.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS AND PRIVATE GARAGES

6.1

The provisions of subsection 6.0 of Section 110 with respect to accessory
buildings and private garages apply, for this Section 120.

7.0

LOT OCCUPANCY

7.1

The provisions of subsection 7.0 of Section 110 with respect to lot occupancy
apply, for this Section 120.

8.0

LANDSCAPING

8.1

The provisions of subsection 8.0 of Section 110 with respect to landscaping
apply, for this Section 120.

9.0

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE PARKING

9.1

The provisions of subsection 9.0 of Section 110 with respect to commercial
vehicle parking apply, for this Section 120.
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130

SINGLE AND TWO-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
AND UP TO AND INCLUDING
SIX-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (“R3”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose than:
(a)

one of the following main uses:
(i)
a single-family dwelling,
(ii)
a two-family dwelling,
(iii) a multi-dwelling, up to and including six units,
(iv) a townhouse, or
(v)
a park, playground or tot lot;

(b)

one or more of the following additional uses:
(i)
an accessory building,
(ii)
a private garage, or
(iii) a swimming pool;

(c)

subject to subsection 1.1 (h), one of the following accessory uses:
(i)
a boarding house,
(ii)
a rooming house,
(iii) a service club or lodge, or
(iv) a bed and breakfast; and

(d)

Subject to subsection 1.1 (e) or subsection 1.1 (f) one of the following
accessory uses:
(i)
a home occupation, or
(ii)
an in-law suite;

(e)
A home occupation shall be in accordance with subsection 2.0 of
subsection 310 of Section 300, General Provisions of this By-Law;
(f)
370

An in-law suite shall be in accordance with subsection 7.0 of subsection
of Section 300, General Provisions of this By-Law;

(g)

Any use permitted under clause (a)(i) and clause (a)(ii) of subsection 1.1
of this Section 130 of the By-Law is subject to the requirements set out
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in “R1” Residential and “R2” Residential Zone of this By-Law,
respectively;

130

1.1 (cont’d)
(h)

Any use permitted under clause (c) of subsection 1.1 of this Section is
subject to terms and conditions as the Planning Advisory Committee
feels is required for such use.

2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

No building or structure may be built, located or relocated, altered or replaced
on a lot, unless the lot meets the requirements of this Section 130.

2.2

For the purposes of separate ownership of dwellings in a semi-detached
dwelling, the provisions of subsection 2.2 of Section 120 apply, to this Section
130.

2.3

Where a lot is serviced by both municipal water and sewer systems, the lot
shall have and contain:

3.0

(a)

a depth of at least 30 metres;

(b)

for a one or two-family dwelling, a width of at least:
(i)
23 metres, in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
26 metres, in the case of a corner lot;

(c)

for a three, four, five or six-family dwelling, a width of at least:
(i)
30 metres, in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
33 metres, in the case of a corner lot;

(d)

a dwelling unit in a townhouse shall be not less than 6.0 metres in
width, in the case of an interior lot. The end lots in a townhouse shall
be not less than 9.0 metres in width;

(e)

for a one, or two-family dwelling, an area of at least:
(i)
690 square metres, in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
780 square metres, in the case of a corner lot; and

(f)

for a three, four, five or six-family dwelling, an area of at least:
(i)
900 square metres, in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
990 square metres, in the case of a corner lot.

SIZE OF DWELLING AND DWELLING UNITS
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3.1

The provisions of subsection 3.0 of Section 110 and Section 120 with respect to
the size of dwellings and dwelling units apply for this Section 130.

130 (cont’d)
3.2

No three, four, five or six-family dwelling may be placed, erected or altered
unless it contains no less than
(a)

28 square metres, for a bachelor dwelling unit;

(b)

35 square metres, for a one-bedroom dwelling unit;

(c)

53 square metres, for a two-bedroom dwelling unit;

(d)

63 square metres, for a three-bedroom dwelling unit plus 9.0 square
metres, for each bedroom in excess of three.

4.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

The provisions of subsection 4.0 of Section 110, with respect to the yards, for a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 130, except for a two-family
building or structure which can have a zero lot line at the common wall, and
excepting townhouse development and two-family residence, which can have a
zero lot line at the common wall, where side yard requirements apply to the
exterior units only and apartment buildings.

5.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

5.1

The provisions of subsection 5.0 of Section 110 with respect to the height of a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 130, except for a multi-family
building or structure which may have a maximum height of 12.10 metres.

6.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS OR PRIVATE GARAGES

6.1

The provisions of subsection 6.0 of Section 110 with respect to an accessory
building or private garage apply, for this Section 130.

7.0

LOT OCCUPANCY

7.1

The provisions of subsection 7.0 of Section 110 with respect to lot occupancy
apply, for this Section 130.

8.0

LANDSCAPING
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8.1

The provisions of subsection 8.0 of Section 110 with respect to landscaping
apply, for this Section 130.

130 (cont’d)
9.0

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE PARKING

9.1

The provisions of subsection 9.0 of Section 110 with respect to commercial
vehicle parking apply, for this Section 130.
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140

MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (“R4”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose than:
(a)

one of the following main uses:
(i)
a multi-dwelling up to and including twenty-four units,
(ii)
a townhouse dwelling in a series or group, or
(iii) a park, playground or tot lot;

(b)

one or more of the following additional uses:
(i)
an accessory building;
(ii)
a private garage, or
(iii) a swimming pool; and

(c)

subject to subsection 1.1 (h), one of the following accessory uses:
(i)
a boarding house,
(ii)
a rooming house,
(iii) a service club or lodge, or
(iv) a bed and breakfast; and

(d)

Subject to subsection 1.1 (e) or subsection 1.1 (f) one of the following
accessory uses:
(i)
a home occupation,
(ii)
in-law suite;

(e)
A home occupation shall be in accordance with subsection 2.0 of
subsection 310 of Section 300, General Provisions of this By-Law;
(f)
370

An in-law suite shall be in accordance with subsection 7.0 of subsection
of Section 300, General Provisions of this By-Law;
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140

1.1 (cont’d)
(h)

Any use permitted under clause (c) of subsection 1.1 of this Section is
subject to terms and conditions as the Planning Advisory Committee
feels is required for such use.

(i)

No building may contain more than twenty-four units.

2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

No building or structure may be built, located or relocated, altered or replaced
on a lot unless the lot meets the requirements of this Section.

2.2

Where a lot is serviced by both municipal water and sewer systems, the lot
shall have and contain:
(a)

a depth of at least 30 metres for clause (c), clause (d) and clause (e) and
a depth of at least 54 metres for clause (f);

(b)

for a three, four, five or six-family dwelling, a width of at least:
(i)
30 metres, in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
33 metres, in the case of a corner lot;

(c)

a dwelling unit in a townhouse shall be not less than 6.0 metres in
width, in the case of an interior lot. The end lots in a townhouse shall
be not less than 9.0 metres in width;

(d)

for a semi-detached, three-family house or townhouse where each unit
is on an individual lot a width of at least:
(i)
6 metres, in the case of an interior lot,
(ii)
9 metres, in the case of an end lot, or
(iii) 15 metres in the case of a corner lot;

(e)

for an apartment dwelling up to 24 units, a width of at least:
(i)
50 metres, in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
52 metres, in the case of a corner lot;
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2.2 (cont’d)
(f)

for a three, four, five or six-family dwelling, an area of at least:
(i)
900 square metres, in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
990 square metres, in the case of a corner lot;

(g)

for a semi-detached three-family or townhouse where each
unit is on an individual lot an area of at least:
(i)
180 square metres, in the case of an interior lot,
(ii)
270 square metres, in the case of an end lot, or
(iii) 450 square metres in the case of a corner lot;

(h)

for an apartment dwelling up to 24 units, an area of at least:
(i)
2700 square metres, in the case of an interior lot, or
(ii)
2808 square metres, in the case of a corner lot;

3.0

SIZE OF DWELLINGS AND DWELLING UNITS

3.1

No three, four, five or six-family dwelling may be placed, erected or altered so
that it contains no less than:
(a)

28 square metres, for a bachelor dwelling unit;

(b)

35 square metres, for a one-bedroom dwelling unit;

(c)

53 square metres, for a two-bedroom dwelling unit; and

(d)

63 square metres, for a three-bedroom dwelling unit plus 9.0 square
metres, for each bedroom in excess of three.

4.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

The provisions of subsection 4.0 of Section 110, with respect to the yards, for a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 140, excepting townhouse
development and two-family residence, which can have a zero lot line at the
common wall, where side yard requirements apply to the exterior units only
and apartment buildings.
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140 (cont’d)
5.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

5.1

The provisions of subsection 5.0 of Section 110, with respect to the height of a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 140, except for a multi-family
which may have a maximum height of 15.24 metres.

6.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS OR PRIVATE GARAGES

6.1

The provisions of subsection 6.0 of Section 110, with respect to an accessory
building or private garage apply, for this Section 140.

7.0

LOT OCCUPANCY

7.1

The provisions of subsection 7.0 of Section 110, with respect to lot occupancy
apply, for this Section 140.

8.0

LANDSCAPING

8.1

The provisions of subsection 8.0 of Section 110, with respect to landscaping
apply, for this Section 140, except for multi-family dwelling development,
where a landscape plan must be approved by the Planning Advisory Committee.

9.0

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE PARKING

9.1

The provisions of subsection 9.0 of Section 110 with respect to commercial
vehicle parking apply, for this Section 140.

10.0 TOWNHOUSE DWELLINGS IN A SERIES OR GROUP
10.1 Townhouse dwellings in a series or group are subject to the further
requirements that:
(a)

no series or group contains more than:
(i)
six dwelling units in number,
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(ii)
(iii)

six dwelling units with the same or approximately the same front
line, or
42 metres in continuous length;

140

10.1 (a) (cont’d)
(b)

no side wall of a series or group is placed, erected or altered so that
any part of such wall is closer to a side wall of another series or
group than a distance equal to seven metres;

(c)

no front wall of a series or group is placed, erected or altered, so that
any part of such wall is closer to the front wall of another series or
group, than 21 metres;

(d)

no rear wall of a series or group is placed, erected or altered, so that any
part of such wall is closer to the rear wall of another series or group,
than 16 metres; and

(f)

such dwelling units do not occupy more than 35% of the area of the
lot.

10.2 Apartment Building development requires that:
(a)

no portion of any parking area is located in any required front yard; and

(b)

an amenity area separate and apart from any required landscaped or
parking area is provided, containing an area of at least 20 square metres,
with no dimension less than five (5) meters, plus one (1) additional square
metre for each dwelling unit.
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150

INSTITUTIONAL (“INST”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose than
(a)

one of the following main uses:
(i)
a building intended for public assembly for social, cultural or
recreational activities,
(ii)
an educational building,
(iii) a hospital or health building,
(iv) a municipal building,
(v)
a park, playground or tot lot,
(vi) a religious or secular institution, or
(vii) a dormitory building; and

(b)

one or more of the following additional uses:
(i)
an accessory building,
(ii)
a parking garage, or
(iii) a swimming pool; and

(c)

Any use permitted under clause (b) of subsection 1.1 is subject to terms
and conditions as the Planning Advisory Committee feels is required for
such use.

2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

No building or structure may be built, located or relocated, altered or replaced
on a lot, unless the lot meets the requirements of this Section.

2.2

Where a lot is serviced by both municipal water and sewer systems, the lot
shall have and contain
(a)

a width of at least 36 metres;

(b)

a depth of at least 38 metres;

(c)

an area of at least 1368 square metres.
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150 (cont’d)
3.0

SIZE OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

3.1

No main building or structure may be placed, erected or altered, so that it has a
ground floor area of less than 235 square metres.

4.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

The provisions of subsection 4.0 of Section 110 with respect to yards for a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 150.

5.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

5.1

The provisions of subsection 5.1 of Section 110 with respect to height of a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 150, except as provided for,
in subsection 5.2 of this Section.

5.2

A religious or secular institution building or structure shall not exceed 15
metres in height for the main portion of the building or structure. Spires,
belfries or any subsidiary feature of a building or structure shall not exceed
twice the height of the main portion of the building or structure.

6.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS OR STRUCTURES

6.1

No accessory building or structure may

7.0

(a)

encroach on yards required for the main building or structure to which it
is accessory; or

(b)

exceed in height the lesser of:
(i)
two storeys or 9 metres, or
(ii)
the height of the main building or structure to which it is
accessory.

LOT OCCUPANCY
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7.1

The provisions of subsection 7.1 of Section 110 with respect to lot occupancy
apply, for this Section 150.

150 (cont’d)
8.0

LANDSCAPING

8.1

The provisions of subsection 8.0 of Section 110 with respect to landscaping
apply, for this Section 150.
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160

1.0

FEDERAL CROWN LAND (“F”)

Federal Crown Lands are exempt from the provisions of this Zoning By-Law.
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170

PARKS (“P”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose than
(a)

one or more of the following main uses:
(i)
public open space for the aesthetic or other use of the general
public,
(ii)
a park or playground, or
(iii) a municipal installation or municipal use.
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180

GREEN BELT (“GB”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Subject to subsection 1.2, any land may be used for protection against erosion.

1.2

The construction of dwellings or any other structures, save and exempt,
signage and Municipal Recreational Structures, is not permitted in this Zone.

2.0

SIZE

2.1

The Green Belt is located 15 metres from the top of the bank on either side of
the Kennebacasis River and Trout Creek, except the green belt on the South
side of Trout Creek from CNR right-of-way to Wards Creek where the width of
the green belt will be 7.0 metres in width and 7.0 metres from the top of the
bank on either side of Wards Creek and Parson’s Brook, except as outlined in
subsection 2.2 and subsection 2.3.

2.2

There is no Green Belt area on the South side of Trout Creek from Leonard
Drive to Parsons Brook and on the East side of Trout Creek from Maple Avenue
to the Town-owned land North of McLean Street.

2.3

Future Green Belt on the North Side of Trout Creek, from Leonard Drive, East to
the town boundary, shall be 20 metres in width.

3.0

PUBLIC ACCESS

3.1

The public has no access to Green Belt areas, which are located on private land.
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190

RURAL OR AGRICULTURAL (“A”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Subject to subsection 1.2, any land, building or structure may be used for the
purposes of and for no other purpose than:
(a)

one of the following main uses:
(i)
an existing agricultural or forestry use, or
(ii)
a municipal installation or use;

(b)

any accessory building, structure or use, incidental to the main use of
the land, building or structure, if such main use is permitted by this
Section.

1.2

A single-family dwelling associated with an agricultural or forestry use may be
placed on a site having an area of not less than 20,000 square metres and said
dwelling is subject to terms and conditions, as may be imposed, by the
Planning Advisory Committee.

2.0

SIZE OF DWELLINGS

2.1

The provisions of subsection 3.0 of Section 110 with respect to the size of
dwellings and dwelling units apply, for this Section 190.

3.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

3.1

The provisions of subsection 4.0 of Section 110 with respect to the yards for a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 190.

4.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

The provisions of subsection 5.0 of Section 110 with respect to the height of a
main building apply, for this Section 190.
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190 (cont’d)
5.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

5.1

No accessory building or structure may:
(a)

exceed 11 metres in height; or

(b)

be placed, erected or altered so that it is:
(i)
except, in the case of an agricultural or forestry use, within the
front yard of the main building or structure,
(ii)
in the case of an agricultural or forestry use, within 7.5 metres of
a street line, or
(iii) within a distance of a side or rear lot line the greater of 3 metres
or one-half the height of the building or structure.
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200

INDUSTRIAL (“IL”) - LIGHT

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose than:
(a)

one or more of the following main uses:
(i)
any use concerned with manufacturing, storage, processing,
transportation or related activities, is subject to subsection 1.2 of
this Section,
(ii)
a cafeteria,
(iii) a service business,
(iv) a service station or public garage,
(v)
a technical public service or utility or a civic or governmental
building or installation,
(vi) a wholesaling establishment,
(vii) a motor vehicle or equipment dealer,
(viii) a convenience store; and
(ix) a veterinary services business.

(b)

any accessory building, structure or use, incidental to the main use of
the land, building or structure, if such main use is permitted by this
Section.

1.2

A use mentioned in sub clause (i) of Clause (a) of subsection 1.1 is subject to
terms and conditions, as may be imposed, by the Planning Advisory Committee.

2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

No main building or structure may be built, placed, located or relocated,
erected or altered on a lot unless the lot has and contains:
(a)

a width of at least 37 metres;

(b)

a depth of at least 46 metres; and

(c)

an area of at least 1,702 square metres.
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200 (cont’d)
3.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

3.1

No main building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so that it is:
(a)

within 7.5 metres of a street right of way line; or

(b)

within a distance of a side or rear lot line, than the greater of 3 metres
or one-half the height thereof.

4.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

4.1

Except for a gate-keeper or security office not exceeding 9 square metres in
size, no accessory building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so
that it is:
(a)

closer to the street than the front of the main building or structure;

(b)

within a distance of a side or rear lot line, than the greater of 3 metres
or one-half the height thereof; or

(c)

used for agricultural purposes or for the keeping of animals other than a
dog for security purposes.

5.0

LANDSCAPING

5.1

The provisions of subsection 8.0 of Section 110 with respect to landscaping
apply, for this Section 200.

6.0

SIZE OF A MAIN BUILDINGS

6.1

No main building may be placed, erected or altered to that it has a ground floor
area of less than 68 square metres.

7.0

INDUSTRIAL PARK COVENANTS
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7.1

The restrictive covenants and general standards of the Sussex Industrial Park,
where applicable, apply in addition to the requirements of this Zoning By-Law.

205

INDUSTRIAL (“IM”) - MEDIUM

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose than:
(a)

one or more of the following main uses:
(i)
any use concerned with manufacturing, storage, processing,
transportation or related activities, subject to subsection 1.2 of
this Section,
(ii)
a technical public service or utility or a civic or governmental
building or installation, and
(iii) a wholesaling establishment.

(b)

any accessory building, structure or use, incidental to the main use of
the land, building or structure, if such main use is permitted by this
Section.

1.2

A use mentioned in sub clause (i) of Clause (a) of subsection 1.1, is subject to
terms and conditions as may be imposed, by the Planning Advisory Committee.

2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

No main building or structure may be built, placed, located or relocated,
erected or altered on a lot unless the lot has and contains
(a)

a width of at least 37 metres;

(b)

a depth of at least 46 metres; and

(c)

an area of at least 1,702 square metres.
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205 (cont’d)
3.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

3.1

No main building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so that it is:
(a)

within 7.5 metres of a street right of way line; or

(b)

within a distance of a side or rear lot line than the greater of 3 metres or
one-half the height thereof.

4.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

4.1

Except for a gate-keeper or security office, not exceeding 9 square metres in
size, no accessory building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so
that it is:
(a)

closer to the street right to way line than the front of the main building
or structure;

(b)

within a distance of a side or rear lot line, than the greater of 3 metres
or one-half the height thereof; or

(c)

used for agricultural purposes or for the keeping of animals, other than
a dog for security purposes.

5.0

LANDSCAPING

5.1

The provisions of subsection 8.0 of Section 110 with respect to landscaping
apply, for this Section 200.

6.0

SIZE OF A MAIN BUILDING
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6.1

No main building may be placed, erected or altered to that it has a ground floor
area of less than 68 square metres.

7.0

INDUSTRIAL PARK COVENANTS

7.1

The restrictive covenants and general standards of the Sussex Industrial Park,
where applicable, apply, in addition to the requirements of this Zoning By-Law.

210

CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT (“CBD”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose than:
(a)

one or more of the following main uses:
(i)
a municipal or provincial building,
(ii)
a bank or financial institution,
(iii) a museum or library,
(iv) a church or a building ancillary thereto,
(v)
a restaurant,
(vi) a retail store,
(vii) a personal or repair service shop,
(viii) a service station or public garage,
(ix) an office or office building,
(x)
a motor vehicle dealership,
(xi) a hotel, motel or motor inn,
(xii) a multiple dwelling above the main floor,
(xiii) a park or playground,
(xiv) a shopping center,
(xv) a car wash,
(xvi) senior citizen housing,
(xvii) a veterinary services business,
(xviii)
a laundry, bakery or dairy,
(xix) a printing establishment or a cleaning or dyeing establishment,
(xx) a grocery store,
(xxi) a bus or other public transportation terminal,
(xxii) an entertainment place,
(xxiii) a take-out restaurant,
(xxiv) an amusement place or arcade,
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(xxv) a health services business; and
(xxvi) an institutional use;

210 (cont’d)

1.1 (cont’d)
(b)

one or more of the following additional uses subject to subsection 1.1
(d):
(i)
an accessory building,
(ii)
a private garage,
(iii) a swimming pool,
(iv) a dwelling above the main floor,
(v)
a rooming or boarding house,
(vi) a group care facility,
(vii) a fraternal building,
(viii) a tavern, a beverage room, club or lounge,
(ix) a bed and breakfast; and

(c)

subject to subsection 1.1 (d), one or more of the following accessory
uses:
(i)
gasoline pumps at a service station,
(ii)
a public garage, or
(iii) an automobile dealership;

(d)

Any use permitted under subsection 1.1 (b) and 1.1 (c) of this Section is
subject to, terms and conditions, as the Planning Advisory Committee
feels is required for said use.

2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

No main building or structure may be built, located or relocated, altered or
replaced on a lot, unless the lot meets the requirements of this Section.

2.2

The minimum lot width for a business is 6 metres.
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2.3

The provisions of Section 140 with respect to dwelling units apply, for this
Section 210.

3.0

SIZE OF DWELLING UNITS

3.1

The provisions of subsection 3.1 and 3.2 of Section 140 with respect to the size
of dwelling units apply, for this Section 210.

210 (cont’d)
4.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

No main building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so that a wall
thereof containing a window to a habitable room is closer to a side or rear lot
line than 1.5 metres.

5.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

5.1

The provisions of subsection 5.0 of Section 110 with respect to the height of a
main building or structure apply for this Section 210 except for a 15 metre
height for apartments or condos above the ground floor.

6.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS OR STRUCTURES

6.1

No accessory building or structure may
(a)
(b)

7.0

exceed 4.5 metres in height; or
be placed, erected or altered so that it is:
(i)
closer to the street right of way line than the rear of the main
building or structure,
(ii)
within 1.5 metres of a side or rear lot line, or
(iii) be used for agricultural purposes or for the keeping of
animals, other than for a veterinary services business.

LANDSCAPING
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7.1

The landscaping of each commercial lot shall include:
(a)

a grassed boulevard or landscaped boulevard, no less than 3.0 metres in
width, along the street right of way line(s);

(b)

a grassed or landscaped area, no less than 3.0 metres in width, adjacent
all parking areas, where parking areas abut adjacent property;

(c)

street trees planted at 10.0 metres on center in the boulevard areas
along street frontage and street trees are defined as follows:
(i)

trees must be free of branches up to 1.5 metres from ground and
have a single straight trunk;
trees to be planted 10 metres on center;

(ii)

210

7.1 (cont’d)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

plant trees away from overhead wires, locating them back from
the street if necessary;
trees to be planted in a hole 2.0 metres diameter by 0.5 metres
deep, backfilled with planting soil;
minimum two stakes per tree; and
the following are approved street trees:
Acer Rubrum
Acer Saccarum
Celtis Occidentalis
Fraxinus Americana
Ginkgo Biloba
Quercus Macrocarpa
Quercus Palustris
Quercus Rubra
Tilia Americana
Ulmus Minor

Red Maple
Sugar Maple
Common Hackberry
White Ash
Ginkgo
Bur Oak
Pin Oak
Red Oak
Basswood
English Elm

Note: Additional native tree species to be approved, by the Planning
Advisory Committee, on a case by case basis;
(d)

a minimum of one street tree planted, for every five (5) parking spaces
with trees to be planted in curbed islands with ground cover, shrubs or
sod and islands to be minimum 18 square metres per tree (3.0 m x 6.0
m);
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(e)

provide landscape screening for parking lots, when constructed,
adjacent to non-commercial properties as follows

(f)

screening to be 80% evergreen plants with a minimum height of 1.8
metres within first five years;

(g)

provide landscape screening for all service and delivery areas as
follows:
(i)
screening to be 80% evergreen plants with a minimum height of
2.5 metres, and
(ii)
screening should be designed so as to obstruct views of these
areas from adjacent public roads and properties; and

(h)

plan developments to protect and incorporate existing trees and if need
be, any trees that are cut and removed are to be replaced with new trees
and trees that can be transplanted are to be relocated on site.

210 (cont’d)
7.2

The provisions of subsection 8.0 Section 110 with respect to landscaping apply
to residential lots, for this Section 210.

7.3

A landscaping plan for any proposed development in this Zone shall be
submitted to the Planning Advisory Committee for approval prior to the
issuance of a building permit and said Committee may impose terms and
conditions, as it feels is required, for the proposed use and to ensure that the
approved landscaping is completed.

8.0

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE PARKING

8.1

For the purposes of this Section, “commercial vehicle” shall be deemed to be a
vehicle used for a business or employment purpose.

8.2

The parking of a licensed commercial vehicle is permitted provided that:
(a)

the vehicle is parked in the driveway and where space is available
parked adjacent to or to the rear of the dwelling unit and not in the front
yard thereof;

(b)

the vehicle is parked in a parking lot designated for business;

(c)

the engine of the vehicle shall not be left running other than for a short
warm-up or cool down period and such period shall not exceed one-half
(1/2) hour in duration;
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(d)

the vehicle is not loaded with any dangerous or hazardous goods, as
defined in the Transportation Of Dangerous Goods Act, 1992, Statutes Of
Canada Ch. T-19.01 and amendments thereto; and

(e)

the licensed commercial vehicle is not more than 9000 kilograms in
vehicle mass and is operated by the resident of the dwelling unit or by a
business owner on the lot where the vehicle is parked.
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220

SHOPPING MALL COMMERCIAL (“SMC”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purposes of and for no
other purpose than
(a)

one or more of the following main uses:
(i)
a bank or financial institution,
(ii)
an office or office building,
(iii) a parking area,
(iv) personal or repair service shop,
(v)
a restaurant,
(vi) a retail store,
(vii) a motor vehicle dealership,
(viii) a grocery store,
(ix) a motel or motor inn,
(x)
an amusement place or arcade,
(xi) an entertainment place,
(xii) a drive-in or take-out restaurant,
(xiii) a townhouse dwelling in a series or group,
(xiv) a multi-dwelling up to and including twenty-four units,
(xv) a veterinary service business,
(xvi) a health services business,
(xvii) a shopping center.

(b)

one or more of the following additional uses:
(i) an accessory building,
(ii) a private garage,
(iii) a swimming pool, and
(iv) a dwelling unit.

(c)

subject to subsection 1.1 (d), the following accessory uses:
(i)
a gasoline bar,
(ii)
a service station or auto accessory store, and
(iii) beverage room, club or lounge.

(d)

Any use permitted under clause (c) of this section is subject to terms and
conditions as the Planning Advisory Committee feels is required, for
such use.
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220

1.1 (cont’d)

(e)

except for parking areas and gasoline pumps at a service station or gas
bar or for short-term promotion not exceeding two (2) weeks, no main
use permitted under this Section may be established or conducted, other
than in a completely enclosed building.

2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

No building or structure may be built, located or relocated, altered or replaced
on a lot unless the lot meets the requirements of this Section 220.

2.2

A tentative subdivision plan prepared by a registered land surveyor for any
proposed development of a lot in this Zone, shall be submitted to the Town
Council and the Council will determine lot size and may impose terms and
conditions, as said Council feels is required, for the proposed use.

2.3

The provisions of subsection 2.0 of Section 110 regarding the size of lots for
dwelling units apply, for this Section 220.

3.0

SIZE OF DWELLING UNITS

3.1

The provisions of subsection 3.0 of Section 110 regarding the size of dwelling
units apply, for this Section 220.

4.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

The provisions of subsection 4.1 of Section 110 with respect to yards for a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 220.

4.2

A plot plan for any proposed development of a lot in this Zone shall be
submitted to the Planning Advisory Committee for approval, prior to the
issuance of a building permit and said Committee may impose terms and
conditions, as said committee feels is required, for the proposed use.

5.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

5.1

The provisions of subsection 5.0 of Section 110, with respect to the height of a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 220.
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220 (cont’d)
6.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS OR STRUCTURES

6.1

The provisions of subsection 6.1 of Section 110 with respect to accessory
buildings or private garages apply, for this Section 220.

7.0

LANDSCAPING

7.1

The provisions of subsection 7.0 of Section 210 with respect to landscaping
apply, for this Section 220.

8.0

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE PARKING

8.1

The provisions of subsection 8.0 of Section 210 with respect to commercial
vehicle parking apply, for this Section 220.
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230

HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL (“HC”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the purpose of and for no other
purpose than:
(a)

one or more of the following main uses:
(i)
a motel or motor inn,
(ii)
a municipal or provincial building,
(iii) a restaurant,
(iv) a service station or public garage,
(v)
an office,
(vi) a retail store,
(vii) a personal or repair service shop,
(viii) a grocery store,
(ix) a motor vehicle dealership,
(x)
a trailer, camping or marine sales and/or supply facility,
(xi) a beverage room, club or lounge,
(xii) a take-out restaurant,
(xiii) an amusement place or arcade,
(xiv) a health service business;

(b)

one or more of the following additional uses, subject to clause 1.1(d):
(i)
a swimming pool,
(ii)
a private garage; pr
(iii) a swimming pool;

(c)

subject to subsection 1.1 (d), one or more of the following accessory

uses:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

an accessory building,
a car wash, and
a gas bar;

(d)

Any use permitted under clause (c) of subsection 1.1 of this Section is
subject to terms and conditions, as may be imposed by the Planning
Advisory Committee, for such use.

(e)

Except for gasoline pumps at a service station, a motor vehicle
dealership, a gas bar or a trailer, camping or marine sales facility,
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vehicle or trailer storage, no use permitted under this Section may be
established except in a completely enclosed building.

230 (cont’d)
2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

The provisions of subsection 2.0 of Section 110 with respect to lot sizes apply,
for this Section 230.

3.0

SIZE OF MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

3.1

No main building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so that it has a
ground floor area of less than 68 square metres.

4.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

No main building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so that it is:
(a)

within 9.0 metres of a street right of way line;

(b)

with respect to a lot line, within 2.0 metres on one side and 3.0 metres
on the other side; and

(c)

within 3.0 metres of the rear lot line.

5.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

5.1

The provisions of subsection 5.0 of Section 110 with respect to the height of a
main building or structure apply for this Section 230.

6.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

6.1

No accessory building or structure may:
(a)

exceed 4.5 metres in height; and

(b)

be placed, erected or altered so that it is:
(i)
closer to the street right of way line than the rear of the main
building or structure,
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(ii)
(iii)

within side yard required for the main building or structure,
be used for agricultural purposes or for the keeping of
animals
other than a dog for security purposes.

230 (cont’d)
7.0

LANDSCAPING

7.1

The provisions of subsection 7.0 of Section 210 with respect to landscaping
apply for this Section 230.

8.0

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE PARKING

8.1

The provisions of subsection 8.0 of Section 210 with respect to commercial
vehicle parking apply, for this Section 230.
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240

BUSINESS RESIDENTIAL ZONE (“BR”)

1.0

USES

1.1

Any land, building or structure may be used for the following purposes of and
for no other purpose than
(a)

one of the following main uses:
(i)
an office or office building,
(ii)
a single or two-family dwelling,
(iii) a nursery, complete with a florist shop, or
(iv) a multi-family unit up to and including three units; and

(b)

one or more of the following additional uses:
(i)
a swimming pool,
(ii)
a private garage, or
(iii) accessory buildings.

2.0

LOT SIZES

2.1

The provisions of subsection 2.0 of Section 110 and Section 120 with respect to
lot sizes apply, to this Section 240.

3.0

SIZE OF MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

3.1

No main building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so that it has a
ground floor area of less than 68 square metres for other than dwelling unit
uses.

3.2

The provisions of subsection 3.0 of Section 110 and Section 120, with respect
to the size of dwelling units apply, to this Section 240.
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240 (cont’d)
4.0

YARDS FOR A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

4.1

No main building or structure may be placed, erected or altered so that it is
(a)

within 9.0 metres of a street right of way line;

(b)

with respect to side lot line, within 2.0 metres on one side, and 3.0
metres on the other side;

(c)

within 7.0 metres of the rear lot line.

4.2

The provisions of subsection 4.0 of Section 110 with respect to yards for a
main building or structure for dwelling units apply for this Section
240.

5.0

HEIGHT OF A MAIN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

5.1

The provisions of subsection 5.0 of Section 110 with respect to the height of a
main building or structure apply, for this Section 240.

6.0

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

6.1

No accessory building or structure may

7.0

(a)

exceed 4.5 metres in height;

(b)

be placed, erected or altered so that it is:
(i)
closer to the street right of way line than the rear of the main
building or structure for other than dwelling unit uses,
(ii)
within the side yard required for the main building or structure,
(iii) used for agricultural purposes or for the keeping of animals other
than household pets or a dog for security purposes; and

(c)

in the case of dwelling units, be placed, erected or altered so that it is:
(i) within the front yard of the main building or structure,
(ii) within 2.0 metres of the side or rear lot line.

LOT OCCUPANCY
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7.1

The provisions of subsection 7.0 of Section 110 with respect to lot occupancy
apply for this Section 240.

240 (cont’d)
8.0

LANDSCAPING

8.1

The provisions of subsection 8.0 of Section 110 with respect to landscaping
apply, for this Section 240.

9.0

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE PARKING

9.1

The provisions of subsection 9.0 of Section 110 with respect to commercial
vehicle parking apply, for this Section 240.
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300

GENERAL PROVISIONS

310

PERMITTED USES AND HOME OCCUPATIONS

1.0

PERMITTED USES

1.1

The uses identified for any Zone in this By-Law shall be the only uses which
are permitted in the Zone referenced.

2.0

HOME OCCUPATIONS

2.1

Subject to subsection 2.2. of this Section, where a home occupation is
permitted under this By-Law, one of the following occupations may be
conducted as a home occupation in the main building:

2.2

(a)

an architect, a lawyer, an artist, an accountant, professional engineer, or
planner in an office or studio therein;

(b)

a business or home office;

(c)

dressmaker;

(d)

a daycare center or kindergarten;

(e)

the teaching of music or dancing to not more than four (4) students
at one time;

(f)

a beautician; or

(g)

other similar uses, as approved by the Planning Advisory Committee,
subject to terms and conditions.

A home occupation is subject to the requirements that:
(a)

not more than one person is engaged therein, in addition to members of
the family resident in the dwelling unit in which it is located;

(b)

it is confined to the dwelling unit mentioned in clause (a) and no part of
it is located in an accessory building or structure;
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310
2.2 (cont’d)
(c)
the floor area of the dwelling unit which is devoted to it, does not exceed
the lesser of:
(i)
twenty percent (20%) of the floor area of the dwelling unit, or
(ii)
27 square metres;

2.3

(d)

no change, except for a sign permitted under subsection 3.1 of Section
360, is made to the outside appearance of the building, which would
indicate that a home occupation is being conducted therein;

(e)

no goods or services, other than those directly pertaining to the home
occupation, are supplied or sold therein or therefrom;

(f)

no equipment or material used therein is stored, other than in the
dwelling unit mentioned in clause (a) of subsection 2.2. herein;

(g)

a commercial vehicle is subject to the requirements of subsection 9.0 of
Section 110; and

(h)

two (2) off-street parking spaces are provided in excess of those required
under Section 340.

No person may conduct a daycare center, day nursery or kindergarten unless:
(a)

A daycare center comlies with the daycare regulations of the Family
Service Act of the Province of New Brunwick;

(b)

A daycare center have no more that fifteen (15) children in attendance
therein at any one time;

(c)

A building or portion thereof containing a daycare center has an area of
at least 1.5 square metres for each child in attendance;

(d)

A daycare center conducted in a basement or cellar, has at least one
window in the portion of such basement or cellar in which it is
conducted;
which:
(i)
has a vertical dimension of at least 60 centimetres and a
horizontal dimension of at least 90 centimetres, and
(ii)
is capable of being opened to permit passage of an adult person;

(e) the Fire Marshall, under the Fire Prevention Act, certifies that the building
or portion thereof in which it is conducted meets the requirements for such
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use as provided by that Act, the National Fire Code and the National
Building Code.

320

BUILDING & STRUCTURE PROJECTIONS

1.0

PROJECTIONS

1.1

The requirements of this By-Law with respect to building, placing, erecting or
altering a building or structure in relation to a lot line or street right of way
line apply to all parts of the building or structure, except for projections which
do not protrude into required yards in excess of:
(a)
15 centimetres for sills, leaders, belt courses or similar ornamental
features;

1.2

(b)

45 centimetres for chimneys, smoke stacks or flues;

(c)

60 centimetres for cornices and eaves;

(d)

one metre for window or door awnings or open or lattice-enclosed fire
balconies or fire escapes; or

(e)

subject to subsection 1.2 of this Section:
(i)
1.22 metres for steps or unenclosed porches, or
(ii)
2 metres into a front or rear yard and no more than 0.75meters
into any side yard for balconies of upper storeys of multiple
dwellings which are not enclosed above a parapet of 1.10 metres
in height.

Projections mentioned in clause (e) of subsection 1.1 of this Section may not
extend into a required side yard to a greater extent than one-half the required
width of the yard.
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330 ENCLOSURES FOR SWIMMING POOLS, TANKS AND OTHER
STRUCTURES
1.0

ENCLOSURES

1.1

No person shall place water into an outdoor swimming pool, tank, or other
structure capable of holding water to depths greater than 0.67 metres, or allow
water to remain in such, unless an enclosure has been erected at ground level
or installed completely around, on adjoining decks or platforms which comply
and are maintained in compliance with the requirements of this Section.

1.2

No land may be used for the purposes of a swimming pool unless the pool is
enclosed by a fence or by walls of a building or structure or by a combination
of walls and fences, at least 1.5 metres in height and meeting the requirements
of this Section.

1.3

Where a portion of a wall of a building forms part of an enclosure mentioned in
subsection 1.1 of this Section:
(a)

no entrance to the building may be located therein; and

(b)

any door therein shall be self-closing and equipped with a self-latching
device at least 1.5 metres above the bottom of the door.

1.4

An enclosure mentioned in subsection 1.1 of this Section shall not have rails,
bracing or other attachments on the outside thereof that would facilitate
climbing.

1.5

A fence mentioned in subsection 1.1 of this Section shall:
(a)

be made of chain link construction with galvanized, vinyl or other CSAapproved coating or of wood or of other materials in the manner
described in subsection 1.5 of this Section;

(b)

not be electrified or incorporate barbed wire or other dangerous
material; and

(c)

be located:
(i)
at least 1.25 metres from the edge of the swimming pool, and
(ii)
at least 1.25 metres from any condition that would facilitate its
being climbed from the outside.
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330 (cont’d)
1.6

1.7

1.8

The design and construction of a fence under this Section shall provide:
(a)

in the case of chain link construction:
(i)
no greater than 4 centimetres diamond mesh,
(ii)
steel wire not less than No. 12 gauge or a minimum of No. 14
gauge, provided a plastic coating forms a total thickness
equivalent to No. 12 gauge wire, and
(iii) at least 4 centimetres diameter steel posts set below frost in an
envelope of cement and spaced not more than 3 metres apart with
a top horizontal rail of at least 4 centimetres diameter steel;

(b)

in the case of wood construction:
(i)
vertical boarding not less than 1.25 x 10 centimetres nominal
dimensions spaced not more than 4 centimetres apart, attached to
supporting members and arranged in such manner as not to
facilitate climbing on the outside,
(ii)
supporting cedar or pressure treated posts at least 10 centimetres
square or round with 10 centimetre diameters set below frost and
spaced not more than 2.5 metres apart and with a top horizontal
rail of at least 5 x 10 centimetres in dimension; and

(c)

in the case of construction with materials and in a manner other than as
described in this subsection, rigidity equal to that provided in the above
methods of construction, according to the Building Inspector.

Gates forming part of an enclosure mentioned in subsection 1.1 of this Section
shall:
(a)

be equivalent to the fence in content, manner of construction and height;

(b)

be supported on substantial hinges; and

(c)

be self-closing and equipped with a self-latching device at least 1.5
metres above the bottom of the gate.

No person shall place water into an outdoor swimming pool, tank or other
structure per subsection 1.1 or allow water to remain in such swimming pool,
tank or other structure, unless a fence complying with the provisions of this
By-Law has been erected completely around such swimming pool, tank or other
structure.
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1.9

The provisions of this Section 330 do not apply for a pond where:
(a)

the depth of water does not exceed 450 mm, or

(b)

the sides of the pond are sloped no steeper than 300 mm vertical
per 600 horizontal.
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340

PARKING AND LOADING

1.0

VEHICULAR OFF-STREET PARKING

1.1

Subject to this Section, no building or structure may be built, placed, erected,
altered or used unless vehicular off-street parking spaces are provided in
accordance with the requirements of this Section.

1.2

Off-street vehicular parking spaces mentioned in subsection 1.1 of this Section
shall be provided on the following basis:
(a)

for dwelling units

(b)

for retail stores and service
shops or similar
establishments
for beverage rooms, clubs,
lounges and restaurants
for offices

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

for recreational &
entertainment buildings,
institutional buildings
including churches, clubs and
places
of assembly
for hotels and motels

(g)

for schools and youth clubs

h)

(i)

for industrial buildings,
warehouses, storage yards or
buildings and for servicing
and repairing establishments
for car washes

(j)

for drive-in restaurants

(k)

for take-out restaurants

not less than one space for each
dwelling unit;
not less than one space for every 25
square metres of retail floor space;
not less than one space for every 10
square metres of gross floor space
not less than one space for every 50
square metres of gross floor area;
not less than one space for each10
square metres of gross floor area;

not less than one point two (1.20)
spaces for each habitable unit;
not less than one space for every
classroom or clubroom and where an
auditorium or place of assembly is
included therein, an additional space
for every 19 square metres of
auditorium or assembly area
the greater of not less than one space
for every 5 employees or not less than
one space for 90 square metres of gross
floor area; whichever is greater;
not less than six spaces continuous in
line for the first bay and one space for
each additional bay
not less than 18 spaces plus one space
for every 19 square metres of retail
sales floor area; and
not less than one space for every 19
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square metres of retail sales floor area

340 (cont’d)
1.3

A parking space shall be
(a)

an area of not less than 6 metres in length and not less than 2.75 metres
in width; and

(b)

readily accessible from the nearest street.

1.4

Provided that the area is not less than the minimum area required for all
buildings which the spaces are to serve, collective provision for off-street
parking spaces may be made for two or more buildings on the same lot.

1.5

Where collective provision for off-street parking is made under subsection 1.4
of this Section, the parking area shall:

1.6

(a)

be screened from public view;

(b)

be surfaced with a durable and dustproof material;

(c)

have points of ingress and egress located, in the opinion of the Planning
Advisory Committee, with due regard to topography and general traffic
conditions;

(d)

not be used for automotive repair work or servicing except in the case of
an emergency; and

(e)

not be used for mobile vehicle washes.

Where more than one use is made of a lot, building or structure, the number of
off-street parking spaces required is the aggregate of spaces required for each
use.
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340 (cont’d)
2.0

VEHICULAR OFF-STREET LOADING AND UNLOADING

2.1

The owner of every building, structure or premises used in whole or in part, for
business or commercial purposes involving the use of vehicles for the receipt or
distribution of materials or merchandise, shall provide and maintain on lands
appurtenant to such building, structure or premises, off-street spaces for such
vehicles to stand and for loading and unloading of same, in accordance with
the following requirements:
(a)

(b)

2.2

for retail and wholesale stores, bulk storage plants, warehousing or
similar uses:
(i)
not less than one space, if the gross floor area thereof is 455
square metres or less,
(ii)
not less than 2 spaces, if the gross floor area thereof is in excess
of 455 square metres but less than 2272 square metres, and
(iii) an additional space for each 2272 square metres or fraction
thereof, of gross floor area, in excess of the first 2272 square
metres; and
for business or office buildings, places of public assembly, schools,
hotels or other similar buildings or premises:
(i)
not less than one space, and
(ii)
an additional space, for each 2272 square metres or fraction
thereof, of gross floor area, in excess of 2272 square metres.

A loading and unloading space mentioned in subsection 2.1 of this Section
shall be:
(a)

not less than 9 metres in length and not less than 3 metres in width
with 4.5 metres overhead clearance;

(b)

so located that merchandise or materials are loaded or unloaded on the
premises being served;

(c)

provided with adequate facilities for ingress and egress and
unobstructed maneuvering aisles; and

(d)

surfaced with a durable and dustproof material.
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2.3

The owner of a property shall be required to submit to the Town, a plan to a
minimum scale of 1:500, indicating compliance with the requirements of this
Section of the By-Law, prior to issuance of a Building Permit.

350 STRIPPING OF TOP SOIL AND EXCAVATION OF MATERIALS
1.0

STRIPPING OF TOP SOIL

1.1

Subject to this Section, no person may strip, excavate or otherwise remove top
soil for sale or for use, from a lot or other parcel of land.

1.2

Where, in connection with the construction of a building or structure, there is
an excess of top soil other than that required for grading and landscaping on
the lot, such excess may be removed for sale or for use.

1.3

Notwithstanding subsection 1.1 of this Section, the farming of sod may be
carried on in accordance with the Topsoil Preservation Act of New Brunswick
where the owner of the land has entered into an agreement with the Council
making arrangements, satisfactory to the Council, for the rehabilitation of the
land.

2.0

EXCAVATION OF MATERIALS

2.1

The excavation of sand, gravel, clay, shale, limestone or other deposit, for
commercial sale purposes, is prohibited.

2.2

The provisions of subsection 2.1 of this Section do not apply for:
(a)

excavated materials surplus to the requirements of an approved
development;

(b)

the construction, repair or alteration of streets, in connection with an
approved subdivision plan or under a contract awarded by the Town;

(c)

work performed by a public utility;

(d)

an excavation for a basement, cellar, footing of a building or structure or
a swimming pool.
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360 SIGNS

SIGN TYPES

FASCIA SIGN
FREESTANDING
SIGN

PROJECTING
SIGN

CANOPY

PORTABLE
SIGN

1.0

No sign may be placed, erected or displayed on any land, building or structure,
except in conformity with this Section and with a permit from the Building
Inspector, except for signs permitted in all Zones.

2.0

In this Section, the following definitions shall apply:
“sign” means any structure, device, light, painting or other representation or
natural object which is used to identify, advertise or attract attention to any
object, place, activity, person, institution, organization, firm, group,
commodity, profession, enterprise, industry or business or which displays or
includes any letter, work, model, banner, flag, pennant, insignia, device or
representation used as an announcement, direction or advertisement and
which is intended to be seen from off the premises or from a parking lot, except
any “poster” which is affixed to the inside of a window or glass door;
“billboard sign” means a free-standing sign or fascia sign which is not related
to any business or use located on the lot;
“canopy sign” means a sign attached to or forming part of a permanent
building projection, projecting or fixed structural framework which extends
outward from the exterior wall of a building;
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360

2.0 (cont’d)
“fascia sign” means a sign placed flat against the face of a building and
projecting not more than 0.5 metres;
“free-standing sign” means a sign, other than a mobile or portable sign or
sandwich sign, supported independently of a building and permanently fixed to
the ground;
“illuminated sign” means a sign lighted from within the sign or by a light
shining externally upon the sign by design or intention but does not include
signs illuminated intermittently;
“mobile and/or portable sign” means a structure which is located on the
ground but not permanently mounted on a foundation, which is capable of
being easily relocated, which contains or holds a sign and which may have one
or more faces;
“mural” means a painting, design or artistic work applied to an exterior wall
surface or to a fence, for purposes other than advertising.
“projecting sign” means a sign attached to a building projecting more than 0.5
metres but less than 2.0 metres for either illuminated or non-illuminated signs
with lettering not exceeding 36 centimetres in height;
“painted wall sign” means a sign painted on the side or rear wall of a building
advertising goods, products or services but does not include roof or fence
surfaces; and
“sandwich sign” means a two-sided A-frame style, self-supporting sign which
is not permanently affixed to the ground and is designed to be moveable.

3.0

ZONES

3.1

The following non-illuminated signs shall be Permitted In All Zones and no
permit shall be required for their erection:
(a)

any sign which does not exceed 0.6 square metres in area and which
identifies the name and address of a resident or permitted secondary use
conducted within a dwelling;
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(b)

any sign which does not exceed 0.3 square metres in area and which
regulates the use of property, as do “No Trespassing” signs;

360

3.0 (cont’d)

3.2

(c)

any real estate sign which does not exceed 0.75 square metres in area in
any residential Zone or 3 square metres in any other Zone;

(d)

any sign which does not exceed 0.6 square metres in area and which
regulates or denotes the direction or function of various parts of a
building or premises, including parking and traffic areas;

(e)

any sign which does not exceed 4.65 square metres in area and which is
incidental to construction;

(f)

any sign which does not exceed 4.65 square metres and is erected by or
under the direction of a government body as are signs identifying public
buildings, giving public information or regulating traffic or safety;

(g)

any flag, insignia, notice or advertising of any charitable, religious or
fraternal organization which does not exceed 0.6 square metres in area
in a residential Zone or 3 square metres in any other Zone;

(h)

any memorial sign, plaque or tablet; or

(i)

any sign that announces a candidate for public office in a municipal,
provincial or federal election which shall be removed within the seven
(7) days after the elections.

(a)
In a Residential Zone, non-illuminated free-standing and nonilluminated
projecting signs are permitted for the following purposes:
(i)
advertising the sale, rental or lease of land, building or
structure;
(ii)
identifying by name a residential property or residents
thereof;
(iii) warning against trespassing.
(b)

Only one sign is permitted per purpose and shall have a maximum area
of:
(i)
0.75 square metres for purpose (a) (i) herein, and
(ii)
0.3 square metres for purposes (a) (ii) and (a) (iii) herein.
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(c)
3.3

The maximum height of a non-illuminated free-standing sign shall not
exceed 1.5 metres.

In an Institutional Zone, illuminated or non-illuminated fascia signs and nonilluminated projecting signs are permitted for the following purposes:
(a)

identifying by name an institutional property or building;

(b)

advertising the sale, rental or lease of land, building or structure; and

360

3.3 (cont’d)

3.4

3.5

(c)

a mobile and/or portable sign in accordance with subsection 4.7 of this
Section.

(d)

Only one sign is permitted per purpose, and shall have a maximum area
of:
(i)
in the case of a free-standing sign, 4 square metres; and
(ii)
for all other signage types, 0.6 square metres.

(e)

The maximum height of a free-standing sign shall not exceed 1.5 metres.

In a Park Zone, the following signs are permitted:
(a)

all signs permitted in subsection 3.2 of this Section;

(b)

fascia, projecting or non-illuminated free-standing signs with a
maximum area of 4.5 square metres per use; and

(c)

a mobile and/or portable sign in accordance with subsection 4.7 of this
Section.

In a Green Belt Zone, the following signs are permitted:
(a)

3.6

all signs permitted under subsection 3.4 of this Section.

In a Rural or Agricultural Zone, the following signs are permitted:
(a)

all signs permitted under subsection 3.2 of this Section;

(b)

billboard signs in accordance with subsection 4.3 of this Section;

(c)

non-illuminated free-standing signs, not exceeding 4 square metres in
gross surface area, indicating the name of the farm; and
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(d)

a mobile and/or portable sign in accordance with subsection 4.7 of this
Section.

360 (cont’d)
3.7

3.8

In an Industrial Zone, the following signs are permitted:
(a)

a canopy sign, in accordance with subsection 4.4 of this Section;

(b)

a fascia sign, indicating the ownership or nature of the business carried
on therein, provided the gross surface area, of such sign does not exceed
5.5 square metres, for either illuminated or non-illuminated signs, with
lettering not exceeding 36 centimetres in height;

(c)

an illuminated or non-illuminated free-standing sign not exceeding 7
square metres in gross surface area to indicate the name of the business
and the maximum height of a free-standing sign shall not exceed 11.0
metres;

(d)

a mobile and/or portable sign, in accordance with subsection 4.7 of this
Section; and

(e)

a sandwich sign, in accordance with subsection 4.9 of this Section.

In Commercial Zones, the following signs are permitted:
(a)

a canopy sign, in accordance with subsection 4.4 of this Section;

(b)

(i)

(ii)
(c)

a fascia sign, indicating the ownership or nature of the business
carried on therein, provided the gross surface area of such sign
does not exceed 5.5 square metres for either, an illuminated or
non-illuminated sign, with lettering not exceeding 36 centimetres
in height,
a fascia sign on a shopping center shall not exceed 35 square
metres;

an illuminated or non-illuminated free-standing sign, not exceeding 7
square metres in gross surface area and the maximum height of the
free-standing sign shall not exceed 11.0 metres;
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(d)

a painted wall sign, not exceeding 5.5 square metres, with lettering not
exceeding 36 centimetres in height;

(e)

a projecting sign, illuminated or non-illuminated, subject to the
following conditions:
(i)
sign area shall not exceed 0.85 square metres,
(ii)
the sign shall not project more than 2.0 metres beyond the store
front, and
(iii) the bottom of any projecting sign shall not be less than 3.0 metres
above the finished elevation of the sidewalk;

(f)

a mobile and/or portable sign, in accordance with subsection 4.7 of this
Section;

360

3.8 (cont’d)
(g)

a sandwich sign, in accordance with subsection 4.9 of this Section; and

(h)

a mural is permitted subject to terms and conditions imposed by the
Committee and which may be prohibited, by the Committee, where
compliance with terms and conditions imposed by it cannot be
reasonably expected.

4.0

GENERAL

4.1

The gross surface area permitted for any sign shall be the sum of the areas of
all faces of the sign.

4.2

Unless otherwise provided, signs may be non-illuminated or illuminated.
Illumination shall not be intermittent or flashing.

4.3

Billboard signs shall only be permitted in Industrial and Rural or Agricultural
Zones, provided that no billboard sign shall:

4.4

(a)

exceed a maximum height of 10 metres;

(b)

exceed 18 square metres in gross surface area; and

(c)

exceed a maximum of one sign for up to 30 metres of frontage and
one additional sign for each 30 metres of additional frontage.

Canopy signs shall only be permitted in Commercial and Industrial Zones,
provided that no canopy sign shall:
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(a)

be placed, erected or altered unless the sign is attached to, painted or
placed upon a canopy or an awning;

(b)

exceed the length of the wall of the building upon which the canopy or
awning is placed; and

(c)

be placed, erected or altered unless the canopy or awning is placed on
the building at the height of at least 3.0 metres above finished grade.

360

4.4 (cont’d)
4.5

4.6

4.7

With respect to construction signs:
(a)

subject to clause (b) of this subsection, such signs which identify
the architects, engineers, contractors and other individuals or firms
involved with the construction (but not advertising any product) or
announcing the character of the building, enterprise or the purpose for
which the construction is intended, may be placed, erected or displayed
on the site of the construction; and

(b)

signs mentioned in clause (a) of this subsection
(i)
shall not, in total, exceed 28 square metres in area, and
(ii)
shall be removed within 14 days of the building’s occupation.

All free-standing signs shall be located no closer to a street right of way line
than the lesser of:
(a)

3 metres; or

(b)

the required front yard for the Zone, and no closer to the side or rear
property line than 1.5 metres.

Mobile and/or portable signs shall:
(a)

be placed only on private property;

(b)

not exceed 5 square metres in total surface area and must be nonilluminated;
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(c)

not be located within the triangular area formed by the intersecting
street right of way lines and a line joining points on each street right of
way line, 9.0 metres from said intersection of the street right of way
lines;

(d)

not be located closer than 3.0 metres from the edge of a traveled
vehicular driveway which provides access to a lot at the point where it
abuts a front property line;

(e)

not be located closer than 3.0 metres from the front property line;

(f)

be limited to one per street frontage; and

(g)

a mobile and/or portable sign shall be limited to one occasion only on a
lot per year for a time period not exceeding thirty (30) days.

360 (cont’d)
4.8

All real estate signs which offer property for sale shall be removed within 7
days after the property is sold.

4.9

Sandwich signs are permitted in all Commercial and Industrial Zones provided
that no sandwich sign shall:
(a)

exceed a single-faced area of 0.5 square metres;

(b)

exceed one in number per business;

(c)

obstruct pedestrian traffic on any sidewalk; nor

(d)

be placed on any right of way save and exempt a sidewalk and/or
median.

5.0

SPECIAL CONDITIONS & STANDARDS

5.1

No person shall erect a sign other than in compliance with the following
conditions and standards:
(a)

no sign may create a hazard to public safety or health;

(b)

no sign may, for any reason, obstruct the vision of drivers leaving a
roadway or driveway or detract from the visibility or effectiveness
of any traffic sign or control device on public streets;
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(c)

no sign shall obstruct free ingress to or egress from a fire escape door,
window or other required exit;

(d)

no sign shall be located at or near a sharp road curve or below the crest
of a hill, except a sign erected by a government body;

(e)

no sign other than a traffic control sign erected by a government may
use words such as “Stop”, “Look”, “Danger”, “One Way” or “Yield” or
any similar words, phrases, symbols, lights or characters used in a
manner which may mislead, confuse or otherwise interfere with traffic
along a public road;

(f)

no sign may incorporate a searchlight or other illuminating device which
may interfere with pedestrian or vehicular traffic;

360

5.1 (cont’d)

5.2

(g)

any signs which no longer advertise a bona fide business conducted or a
product sold shall be deemed to be obsolete signs and shall be removed
by the owner or occupant of the property upon which they are erected
within sixty (60) days of the date of discontinuance of the business or
product sold; and

(h)

no sign, except for a sandwich sign, mobile and/or portable sign, shall be
placed or erected on a property unless the sign is permanently set into
the ground or permanently affixed to a building.

The following signs are exempt from the requirements of this By-Law:
(a)

traffic control devices as defined by the Motor Vehicle Act;

(b)

window name and temporary sale signs inside commercial premises;

(c)

real estate signs offering property for sale or rent, less than 2 square
metres in area;

(d)

special event signs provided the sign does not exceed 3 square metres in
area and is erected no sooner than 7 days prior to the start of the event
and is removed within 7 days after the event; and
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(e)

political signs, provided the sign does not exceed 3 square metres in
area, and is not erected prior to nomination day and is removed within
7days after election day.

6.0

NON-CONFORMING SIGNS

6.1

The provisions of this By-Law with respect to existing signs which do not
conform to the By-Law at the time of its effective date shall not be construed to
have a retroactive effect except that relocation or removal of any such nonconforming signs shall render such signs subject to the provisions of this ByLaw. The provisions of this Section 360 of General Provisions shall not exempt
the owner of a non-conforming sign from the obligations for proper
maintenance of such sign.

360 (cont’d)
7.0

ABANDONED & UNLAWFUL SIGNS

7.1

(a)

No person being the owner or lessee of property, upon which a sign is
located, shall permit such sign, its faces, supports, electrical systems or
anchorage to become unsightly, dilapidated or unsafe.

(b)

Every sign and all parts thereof including framework, supports,
background, anchors and wiring systems shall be constructed in
compliance with the National Building Code, the Building By-Law
requirements and relevant fire and electrical codes.
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370 FENCES AND/OR HEDGES, LOTS AND OTHER ZONE STANDARDS
1.0

FENCES

1.1

Notwithstanding any other provision of this By-Law, subject to this Section, a
fence and/or hedge may be placed or located in a yard.

1.2

No fence and/or hedge in any required front yard or exterior side yard of a
corner lot may exceed 0.95 metres in height.

1.3

Subject to subsection 1.2 of this Section, no fence and/or hedge may exceed the
height of
(a)

2.0 metres, in an “R” Zone;

(b)

2.5 metres in a Zone other than an “R”.

2.0

LINE OF VISION AT AN INTERSECTION

2.1

A line of vision for corner lots is defined as the triangular area formed by the
intersecting street right of way lines and a line joining the points 9.0 metres
from the intersection of said lines.

2.2

No building, structure, fence, shrub or tree foliage over the height of 0.95
metres may obstruct the line of vision at a street intersection.

3.0

EXISTING UNDER-SIZED LOTS

3.1

Notwithstanding any requirements of this By-Law with respect to minimum lot
size, minimum lot width or minimum lot depth, a building,
structure or
use permitted in a Zone may be placed, erected or altered on a lot therein that
does not meet such requirements if the lot was, on the effective date of this ByLaw:
(a)

a lot, approved pursuant to the Subdivision By-Law and included in a
filed subdivision plan; or

(b)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the subject matter of a separate deed or a separate description in
a deed of two or more parcels and registered in the Registry Office
in the County of Kings,
held under distinct and separate ownership from adjoining lots,
and
such a lot is serviced by municipal water and sewerage.
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370 (cont’d)
4.0

NUMBER OF BUILDINGS OR STRUCTURES ON A LOT

4.1

In an “R” Zone and except as otherwise provided, no more than one main
building or structure may be placed or erected on a lot and no building or
structure may be altered to become a main building or structure on a lot,
unless such buildings or structures are each, so located, that they would be in
conformity with the provisions of this By-Law and the Town of Sussex
Subdivision By-Law, if the lot were subdivided into separate lots, each
containing one main building or structure.

5.0

LOTS TO ABUT STREETS

5.1

Every lot shall abut a street.

6.0

GARDEN SUITE

6.1

Not withstanding any other provision of this By-Law, a garden suite is subject
to the following requirements:
(a) that the area of the garden suite be occupied strictly for the elderly
parent(s) or grandparent(s) of the property owners.
(b) Notwithstanding the yard requirements for the Zone in which it is to be
located, it shall be located not less than 2.0 metres from any side lot line
or 3.0 metres from the rear lot line;
(c) it shall not exceed 6 metres in height;
(d) it shall be located in the rear yard;
(e) it shall be located on a lot occupied by a single detached dwelling as a
main use;
(f) it shall not exceed 75 square metres of gross floor area;
(g) the lot shall be fully serviced by municipal sanitary sewer and water
systems;
(h) one parking space shall be required in addition to the parking required for
the main use of the lot;
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(i) the driveway access to the street must be common to both the principal
dwelling and the garden suite; and
(j) the use of a Garden Suite shall be removed when it is no longer required
for the use, for which it was intended.

370 (cont’d)
7.0

IN-LAW SUITE

7.1

Notwithstanding any other provision of this by-law, an in-law suite is subject
to the following requirements:
(a)

that the area of the in-law suite be occupied by no other person(s) other
than the occupant(s) parent(s) or grandparent(s) or the physically and
mentally challenged children of parent(s) of the main residence.

(b)

it shall be contained in and have a shared entrance with the main
dwelling unit;

(c)

it shall not exceed 75% of the dwelling’s gross floor area;

(d)

the lot shall be fully serviced by municipal sanitary sewer systems and
water systems;

(e)

one parking space shall be required in addition to the parking required
for the main use of the lot;

(f)

the driveway access to the street must be common to both the principal
dwelling and the in-law suite;

(g)

the use of an in-law suite shall be removed when it is no longer required
for the use for which it was intended.

8.0

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT NEAR A LAGOON

8.1

Notwithstanding any other provision of this By-Law, no dwelling may be
located within 100 metres of a sewage lagoon. A sewage lagoon shall not be
located within 100 metres of a dwelling.

9.0

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT NEAR A WATERCOURSE OR RIVERBANK

9.1

No residential development shall be permitted within 15 metres from the top of
the sloped embankment of a watercourse and must be subject to the Provincial
Government’s requirements for watercourse and wetland alteration permits.
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370 (cont’d)
10.0 COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ABUTTING A RESIDENTIAL
ZONE
10.1 Notwithstanding any other provision of this By-Law, in the case of a lot in a
“C” or “I” Zone and abutting an “R” Zone, no main building or structure may
be placed, erected or altered thereon, unless the side yard and/or rear yard
joining the “R” Zone has a respective width or depth equal to twice the height
of the main building or structure.

11.0 LIGHTING FACILITIES OR ILLUMINATING DEVICES
11.1 No lighting facility or illuminating device for any purpose may be arranged in
such a manner that directs rays of light therefrom to fall upon adjoining
premises, public streets or right-of-ways.

12.0 PETROLEUM STORAGE SITES
12.1 A petroleum storage site shall be permitted only in the Sussex Industrial Park,
in accordance with environmental regulations.
12.2 Normal petroleum storage tanks associated with gasoline dispensing pumps
will be permitted.

13.0 VEHICULAR REPAIR
13.1 A person who resides in a dwelling on a residential property, may restore
his/her vehicle and/or machine on the aforesaid mentioned residential property
provided that the restoration takes place inside a permanent garage.
13.2 A person who resides in a dwelling, on a residential property, may make minor
repairs, to his/her vehicle on the aforesaid mentioned residential property.
13.3 A minor repair includes the changing of tires, spark plugs, belts and/or filters.
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13.4 A restoration or major repair of any vehicle and/or machine must take place in
an acceptable environmental manner and in accordance with subsection 13.1 of
this Section 13.0.

370 (cont’d)
14.0 OUTDOOR FURNACES
14.1 An outdoor furnace is defined as a furnace which is located adjacent to a
structure and is intended to provide heat to that structure via combustion and
heating water or otherwise.
14.2 In all Zones, outdoor furnaces shall be located in the rear yard at least sixty
(60) metres from the nearest property line.
14.3 The chimney of the outdoor furnace must be a least two (2) metres above the
peak of the roof of the structure that the furnace is intended to heat.

15.0 INFILL
15.1 In an in-filling situation where a front yard line has been established by
existing residential unit(s) that have front yard setback distances less than
required under the zoning By-Law, the existing setback line can apply for new
construction and/or expansions in accordance with Schedule 4 of Appendix B.

16.0 TEMPORARY TRAILERS
16.1 Temporary trailers are permitted in any Zone other than residential Zones for a
period not to exceed one (1) year.
16.2 Temporary trailers are subject to regulations contained in the Building By-Law.

17.0 SHIPPING CONTAINERS
17.1 The following requirements apply to shipping containers:
(i)
shall not be used as accessory buildings in a residential or commercial
Zone;
(ii)
shall be used as accessory buildings only in an industrial Zone provided
that applicable requirements for accessory buildings and Zone standards
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(iii)
(iv)

including those relating to setbacks, screening and landscaping be
respected;
shall not be placed in the front yard of any lot, or between the main
building and any street; and
shall not be used in any Zone as a dwelling or other form of
accommodation, including offices.
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18.0 EXEMPTIONS
18.1

Permitted Uses

ZONE
R1
R2

CIVIC #
40
260

ADDRESS
Bryant Drive
Church Ave.

PERMITTED USE
Home Occupation As Manicurist
Business Office
And Dwelling
Business Office
And Dwelling
Car Care Centre
Resident Unit
Student Dormitory
Educational & Business Office
Gasoline Bar,
Farm Supply Store
Feed Mill Storage
Feed Mill Grain Elevator
Feed Mill Storage Tank

BY-LAW #
1350-04-28
1350-03-26

BR

267

St. George St.

HC
Inst.
Inst.
Inst.
CC

299
54
63
89
25 &
27

Main Street
Summit Ave.
Summit Ave.
Summit Ave.
Union Street

R1
“A”
R2
R3

113
43
130
92 &
94
353

Church Ave.
Morrow Ave.
Park Street
Maple Ave.
Main St.

Senior Care Home
Single Family Dwelling
CBD
Commercial Business And
Apartments
An Automobile Facility

33 &
35
30

Queen St.

Central Commercial Uses

Leonard Dr.

R3
R4
HC
R3
R1
IL
R4

126
448
1040
92-94
48

R3

363

Maple Ave
Main Street
Main Street
Maple Avenue
Bryant Drive
Eveleigh Street
Malone Homestead
Subdivision
Main Street

Business Offices ,Retail Outlets
Warehousing & Storage
Day Care Center
Decorating Boutique/Retail Store
Self Storage Units
Lawyers Office / Apartments
Beauty Salon
Motel
Residential Development

1350-96-17
1350-95-15
1350-94-7
Schedule U -May
23, 1990
Schedule Y
Jan. 21, 1991
Schedule T
Aug 20, 1990
Schedule O
Jan. 24, 1989
1350-04-05
1350-04-06
1350-04-10
1350-04-11
1350-04-12
1350-04-13
1350-04-14

CBD

10-12

Lowell Street

R3
R3

451
448

Main Street
Main Street

R1
R1
Ind.

Personal Service Shop, Business
Office, Apartments
Retail Store ,
Business Office, Apartment
Business Office, Apartment
Retail Store, Apartment
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1350-02-15
1350-00-9
1350-99-6
1350-99-5
1350-99-4
Schedule F-1987

1350-04-17
1350-04-19
1350-04-21
1350-04-22
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370 (cont’d)
19.0 ENFORCEMENT
19.1 Every person who violates any provision of this By-Law is guilty of an offense
and is liable on summary conviction to a fine as specified in Provincial
Regulations.
19.2 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 19.1, where a person is charged in
Provincial Court with a violation and that person complies with this By-Law
after the swearing of the information but prior to the entry of a plea before the
Court, the Town will have the information withdrawn from the Court.
19.3 Notwithstanding the foregoing, any person who violates any provision of this
By-Law is subject to the enforcement provision of the Community Planning Act,
Chapter C-12 and amendments thereto in lieu of or addition to the provisions of
this Section.

20.0 PLURAL OR FEMININE TERMS
Plural or feminine terms may apply whenever the singular, masculine or
feminine is used in this By-Law. It shall be considered as if the plural,
feminine or masculine has been used where the context of the party or parties
hereto so requires.

21.0 VALIDITY
21.1 The invalidity of any Section, clause, sentence or provision of this By-Law shall
not affect the validity of any other part of this By-Law which can be given
effect without such invalid part or parts.
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22.0 REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING BY-LAW
22.1 Those provisions of By-Law No. 1350-04 dated December 20, 2004, No. 135098 dated April 27, 1998, No. 1350-91 dated November 20, 1991, and Zoning
By-Law dated October 11, 1983 for the Town of Sussex, identified in Section 14
of this By-Law are included as part of this By-Law.
22.2 The replacement of “The Zoning By-Law of The Town of Sussex, By-Law
#1350-04” and amendments thereto shall not affect any penalty, forfeiture or
liability incurred or pending at the time of repeal, nor shall it repeal, defeat,
disturb, invalidate or prejudicially affect any matter or thing whatsoever
completed, existing or pending at the time of replacement.
22.3 The By-Law entitled “The Zoning By-Law of the Town of Sussex, By-Law #
1350-04” enacted on the 20th day of December, 2004, and all amendments
thereto are hereby replaced.
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